Terminological studies in International and Hungarian Onomastics

1. Introduction. The paper examines the history of terminological studies in onomastics, how its terminology was formed through the work of scholars, and the results of these studies. The first section of the paper offers an account of international terminological work in onomastics. These points review the various glossaries of onomastic terminology (point 2) as well as the major terminological projects (point 3) in the field of onomastic studies. The more voluminous second part of the paper provides a similar overview of Hungarian work processes in the terminology of onomastics. It enumerates initiatives that aimed to create a comprehensive and organised terminology for Hungarian onomastics (point 4) while bringing certain Hungarian studies on terminological questions to light (point 5). The final section (point 6) of the paper draws parallels and illuminates connections between native language terminologies (in this case Hungarian) and international terminological work processes.

2. International studies on onomastic terminology. The work of several scholars from a variety of countries has led to the publication of several mono- and multilingual term lists and glossaries. A brief summary of these publications is provided below.

2.1. German and Slavic onomastics pioneered organised terminological work. The first glossaries of terms were published in German (WITKOWSKI 1964), and on the terminology of certain Slavic languages (Ukrainian: NIMCHUK 1966; Sorbian [or Lusatian]: PETR 1969; later, Russian: PODOL’SKAJA 1978 and 1988). Through the international cooperation of researchers, and to ease joint projects, comparative lists of German and Slavic terminologies were compiled. The first was Základní soustava a terminologie slovanské onomastiky (known in German as Grundsystem und Terminologie der slawischen Onomastik) published in 1973 (SVOBODA et al. 1973), which was followed by Osnoven sistem i terminologija na slovenskata onomastika (known in other languages as Osnovnaia sistema i terminologija slavianskoi onomastiki. Grundsystem und Terminologie der slawischen Onomastik) a decade later (BEZLAJ et al. 1983). A newer German glossary of terms has since been completed (WALther 1998). Similar glossaries have also been published in several Slavic languages. (E.g. in Ukrainian as an in-print terminological dictionary: BUCHKO–TKACHOVA 2012; in Polish, as a digital term list: GALKOWSKI 2012. For a collection of several Slavic languages see Rzetelska-Felleszko et al. eds. 2002–2003. 2: 567–602. Further Slavic glossaries are currently under production.)

Onomasticians from Northern Europe have also compiled glossaries of onomastic terms in their native languages (KIVINENI ed. 1974, SCHMIDT 1981). As did speakers of the major Uralic languages except for Hungarian: the Finnish terminology was
published together with the Swedish (in KIVINIMI et al. 1974), followed later by the

Glossaries on the (American) English (SMITH 1967, ROOM 1996), and (Canadian)
French (DORION–POIRIER 1975) terminologies of onomastics have also been published.
However, similar works on onomastic terminology are yet to be published in many major
languages, for example Italian (cf. GALKOWSKI 2010; but see the Italian–Hungarian
bilingual glossary of FABIÁN 2001, mentioned in more detail below).

The importance of the glossaries compiled by the United Nations Group of Experts
on Geographical Names (UNGEGN) and the International Council of Onomastic Sciences
(ICOS) must be stressed as these are intended for international use. (The two glossaries
are examined in detail below.)

2.2. Many terms that were incorporated in term lists and glossaries of onomastic ter-
minology have become accepted norms in their respective languages over the past de-
cades. However, there is notable demand, and intent, for the preparation of newer gloss-
aries, as interest in the theoretic and practical problems of onomastic terminology has
not dwindled. For example, the Slovak Onomastic Commission of the L. Štúr Linguistic
Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences has begun work on a systematic digital
database of onomastic terminology with international cooperation. This database will
provide several types of information regarding a certain term, including its equivalents in
other languages. The need for a revised and augmented version of the multilingual
Osnowen sistem i terminologija na slovenskata onomastika (German–Slavic) dictionary
(BEZLA et al. 1983) was also stressed a few years ago (cf. HARVALÍK 2007).

Recent synthetic works in national or international onomastics regularly approach the
difficulties of onomastic terminology in some form. Either as recurring sections of
successive thematic chapters (e.g. BRENDLER–BRENDLER Hrsg. 2004), as separate chap-
ters (e.g. WITKOWSKI 1995, KAлетA 1998), or a combination of these two methods (e.g.
MARCATO 2009: 10–13 and passim), or as terminological appendices to the volumes

Interest in the subject is also indicated by how separate terminological sessions were
added to three of the international triennial onomastic congresses (Pisa, 2005; Toronto,
2008; Barcelona, 2011) organised by the ICOS. It is also at these conferences that the
ICOS Terminological Group holds its meetings.

The general, theoretic and methodological aspects of national or international ono-
matic terminology have been examined and re-examined in a large number of studies in
past years. A similar number of papers have reviewed single questions, or single terms in
great detail. (For the most relevant literature on the subject see the Lists of Key Onomatic
Terms, published on the website of the ICOS.)

3. International work processes in onomastic terminology. Cooperation between
scholars over political and lingual borders – especially more organised initiatives – have
naturally drawn attention to the problems of onomastic terminology and the questions
faced by any effort to harmonise it. This development has been governed by a series of
practical decisions, initiatives and work on an international scale.
3.1. Following the first conference on Slavic onomastics, held in 1959, the Commission of Slavic Onomastics of the International Committee of Slavists was formed. One of the four subcommittees created was the Terminological Subcommittee (Witkowski 1995: 290). In cooperation with the Institute for Slavic Studies of the German Academy of Sciences it was this subcommittee that compiled the first glossary of onomastic terminology – containing ca. 600 terms – mentioned above (Witkowski 1964). The committee also played an important role in later terminological research (for more on the Slavic terminology of onomastics see BăuKO 2015c: 254–256).

In Northern-European countries the NORMA – which was founded in 1979 and oversees the onomastic cooperation of Northern-European countries – also provided a good example of the importance of onomastic terminology. The first symposium organised by the NORMA was centred around the problems of onomastic terminology and the topic also resurfaced at later symposiums (Győffy 2007: 250).

3.2. In 1959 the United Nations created – under a different name at the time – the United Nations Group of Experts on Geographical Names (UNGEGN). The UNGEGN first published a glossary, containing the terms used in geographical names standardization in 1984, of which a reviewed version was released in 1987. The document was published in the six official languages of the UN. However, due to the deficiencies of the original glossary calls for the formation of a terminological working group surfaced by 1989. The resulting revised version of the glossary of terms, written under the direction of Naftali Kadmôn, contains nearly 400 entries connected to present day practices in geographical names standardization, and was also published in the six official languages of the organization in 2002 (Glossary of Terms for the Standardization of Geographical Names). The latter document has since been augmented by an Addendum, and has also been translated to other languages. The working group is tasked with the continuous maintenance and revision of the glossary. (For more on this subject see BölcsKEI 2017, in current volume. The cited documents are retrievable from the UNGEGN website.)

The international standardization of geographical names is a process in which several international organisations are involved, and naturally has many terminological aspects. An example of this is the standardization of undersea feature names. The document containing the defining principles and guides to this has been published by the International Hydrographic Organization in several editions and languages (cf. Marton 2012: 184–192).

3.3. At the 2002 international onomastic congress in Uppsala Milan Harvalík proposed the creation of a terminology workgroup within the International Council of Onomastic Sciences (cf. Harvalík 2005). The Terminology Group was formed in 2004 and compiled a basic term list containing definitions and examples through the cooperation of scholars from different countries and schools of onomastics. The glossary was published online in the three official languages of the ICOS: English (the original procedural language), German and French. The initial lists were first presented at the 2005 ICOS congress in Pisa, and following further work, a revised version was completed for the 2011 congress in Barcelona. The present lists contain the definitions of about 70 items (Lists of Key Onomastic Terms). The glossaries are retrievable from the ICOS
website. (For more on this subject see HARVALÍK 2014: 21–22, and BÖLCSKEI 2017, in current volume.)

The ICOS Terminology Group aimed to cooperate with a wide range of onomasticians. Following its creation, it approached a number of scholars from different countries with a short questionnaire regarding the general problems of the field and published their answers, as well as the general conclusions drawn (HARVALÍK–CAFFARELLI 2007). The survey illustrated how scholars of every language face a series of – in part similar, in part different – questions and difficulties within onomastic terminology. Following the completion of the above mentioned glossary the Terminology Group has broadened its goals and increased its subgroups. The aim of these is to make the glossary accessible to further languages and cultures through translation, and also to examine the terminology of the various fields of onomastics in more detail.

3.4. The members of the ICOS and the UNGEGN versed in the terminological questions of onomastics formed a joint terminological committee following an agreement at the Toronto congress of the ICOS in 2008. The respective glossaries of the two organisations – as is to be expected – differ in certain regards, however a number of these differences could be lessened through cooperation. (In more detail see NYSTRÖM 2014, cf. also VASILEVA 2014.) The organised collaboration of these two international organisations – which is aided by several personal connections – can only be seen as profitable for all concerned parties.

3.5. There have been few examples of either the UNGEGN or the ICOS glossaries of terms being translated. The Hungarian versions of these glossaries are published in the present volume, in-print and digitally.

4. Endeavours for the comprehensive organisation and publication of the Hungarian terminology of onomastics. A number of sporadic papers have discussed the characteristics of, or certain terms of Hungarian onomastic terminology in the past. However, only in the 1970s – in one of the most dynamic periods of Hungarian onomastics – did an in-depth and concise debate begin on its terminology. The initiative – like so many others – was spearheaded by Mihály Hajdú, who later became the leading organisational figure of Hungarian onomastic studies. (See his academic memoir: HAJDÚ 2010: 24–26.)

4.1. The opening statement of this initiative was written in 1974 (Introduction to a Debate on Onomastic Terms; HAJDÚ 1974a) and distributed as a copied manuscript. Its content was discussed at a meeting of concerned scholars while others submitted their opinions to the author in writing. Based on these recommendations a new version was compiled in which changes to content and style were made. (This was unavoidable as the original document had been written to open the debate.) The revised document (HAJDÚ 1974b) was later submitted to the – then still active – Onomastic Committee of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences.

The main principles of the above-mentioned initiative were: to achieve a certain level of standardization (while maintaining the possibility of stylistic or practical synonymy); to uphold traditional terms (as opposed to theoretically backed terminological modernisation);
to diffuse the use of practical, shorter, meaningful and suffixable terms. Following the general introduction, the initiative contained several synonymous lists, asking peers to choose the most relevant term from each. Further difficulties, not handled as terminological questions, were seen as unsolvable until a series of academic articles examined them in detail.

The final section of the document presented the idea of a Hungarian onomastic encyclopedia which would also have contained entries on the terminology of the field. The volume – which would have been edited by MIHÁLY HAJDÚ and ANDRÁS MEZŐ – would have followed the principles below: the collection of every term or periphrasis ever used in Hungarian onomastics; the creation of new terms if needed; the inclusion of synonymous terms (and terms to be avoided) with reference to preferred phrases; the analysis of certain terms as part of larger entries. The planned dictionary would have contained entries for three or four thousand terms and phrases. As a sample list of lexicological headwords in the original document illustrated, the goal of the planned volume was more similar to that of an encyclopaedia than of a dictionary. (Cf. also the sample list of headwords connected to by-names: HAJDÚ 2010: 25.)

The Onomastic Committee of the Academy discussed the proposal the following year and initially deemed it worthy of support. However, not much later the committee itself was disbanded following the reorganisation of the Academy, thus the project was stalled.

4.2. The question was revisited a few years later when the Névtani Értesítő, the periodical of Hungarian onomastic studies entered circulation in 1979. The editor of the journal, MIHÁLY HAJDÚ, published a slightly revised version of his pioneering debate article in the first issue (HAJDÚ 1979). The journal then published a number of responses and opinions – from onomasticians of different generations – the same year (Névtani Értesítő 1979. 2: 28–34, 1980. 3: 56–60). The professional reviewer of the first volumes of the journal also added his thoughts on several terms listed (KÁLMÁN 1982: 502–503). By then reviews of some of the glossaries of terms published in other languages were available in Hungarian linguistic journals (of the German, Finnish–Swedish, and Russian respectively: FEHÉRTÖI 1966, MIZSER 1979, ÚDVARI 1981).

Nevertheless, the promising revival of the subject did not last long, as at the time of other large linguistic projects the question remained slightly peripheral, while its supporters were distracted by other professional tasks. Furthermore, it seems that despite these efforts, such a concise and systematic review of Hungarian onomastic terminology was not backed strongly enough by the researchers of the field (HAJDÚ 2010: 26, cf. HOFFMANN 2003: 54).

4.3. The following attempt to summarise Hungarian onomastic terminology was made two decades later, in the first years of the new millennium. The practical bilingual (English–Hungarian) glossary compiled by JUDIT SZILVIA VÁRNAI was a preparatory auxiliary collection to aid a larger project connecting many fields of linguistics (VÁRNAI ed. n.d.). The simple 172-item glossary which was published online was based on the translation of the then current volume (2. History of the Study of Toponyms in the Uralian Languages. Debrecen, 2002) of the Onomastica Uralica series edited in Hungary, but published in English and Russian. (This practical connection to the volume may be the reason for the thematic bias towards toponomastics apparent in the glossary.) The
introduction written to the online version of the bilingual glossary claims that unpublished sections of the term list also contain additional information (short definitions, notes, academic references, abbreviations, information on word class, cross-references). Furthermore, it indicated continuous work on the project. However, this initiative also stalled, and further work never saw publication, nor did any of its auxiliary work processes.

From a thematic and chronological point of view a published Italian–Hungarian glossary of onomastic terms must also be mentioned here (FÁBIÁN 2001). It contains the Italian definitions of Italian headwords as entries, with corresponding Hungarian terms and examples from both languages. The compilation was created for Hungarian students of Italian, and published as an appendix to a textbook containing a broad selection of Italian onomastic articles.

The above mentioned bilingual term lists were all organised – following the order of the foreign terms – to aid the translation and interpretation of foreign onomastic research in Hungarian. Inverse lists, however, with terms ordered according to their Hungarian alphabetical order were not published alongside these.

4.4. Later proposals also stressed the importance, and examined the possible guidelines of the creation of a dictionary of Hungarian onomastic terminology. Papers presented at onomastic conferences over the following years attempted to draw conclusions regarding questions and difficulties that had already been identified (JUHASZ 2004: 165–166, FARKAS 2008: 339–340). However, these individual initiatives were not followed by organised research and no actual steps were made. Research into the terminology of onomastics was renewed through the cooperation of a group of scholars (Andrea Bölcskei, Mariann Slíz and Tamás Farkas), inspired by the international work done in onomastic terminology, and the need for the harmonisation of the Hungarian and the international terminology of the field. They formed the Hungarian subgroup of the ICOS Terminology Group in 2011.

Their albeit informal, but consciously organised project has led to advances regarding the Hungarian terminology of onomastics. An overview of the history and current state of terminological research in Hungarian and international onomastics was published (FARKAS 2011). A workshop entitled Onomastics and Terminology was held in 2012 and invigorated new research into the field through a series of papers and a roundtable discussion. These papers (HOFFMANN 2012, FARKAS 2012, SLÍZ 2012, Bölcskei 2012, BAUKO 2012) and a summary of the discussion (cf. Bölcskei–Foris 2012) were published in the same year in the Hungarian onomastic journal, Névüni Erintési. Furthermore, over the past years certain general and thematic problems and questions of Hungarian onomastic terminology have been brought to the surface, at times directly as a result of the terminological work being carried out, or at others in connection to onomastic research on a broader scale. (Connected research and its topics are detailed below.)

It was in connection with the formation of this working group that work began on the Hungarian version of the Glossary of Terms for the Standardization of Geographical Names (cf. Bölcskei 2013a), as did similar processes – also under the supervision of Andrea Bölcskei – to translate the Lists of Key Onomastic Terms. (For more detail on these projects see Bölcskei 2017, in current volume). Plans were also drawn for a comprehensive terminological dictionary of Hungarian onomastics, its preparation and defining principles (Farkas 2013). However, the research project in which these plans were
outlined did not receive funding. Despite this setback research already underway has continued and the Hungarian versions of the two major international glossaries have been completed. The current bilingual volume, which contains the two glossaries of terms and attached studies, is also the result of this academic cooperation.

4.5. A comprehensive, in-depth and systematic dictionary of onomastic terminology is still missing from the list of Hungarian onomastic reference books. Let it suffice to quote two of the most prominent figures of Hungarian onomastics regarding this deficiency (translated from Hungarian). MIHÁLY HAJDÚ believed that “the standardization of onomastic terminology is one of the most important questions of our time” (HAJDÚ 2011: 345). While this remark may be slightly over-zealous it is certain that – as ISTVÁN HOFFMAN stated – “a volume which collected and defined the terms used in onomastics would aid the transparency and homogenisation of the field, even if aimed to be merely informative and not norm-defining” (HOFFMANN 2003: 55). These views are coherent with the principles expressed in the recent plans of such a dictionary mentioned above.

Thus, the creation of a Hungarian list, glossary or dictionary of onomastic terms – which also takes international terminology into consideration – is a task still to be completed by Hungarian scholars of the field. Work in this direction would not only be useful in Hungarian and international onomastics but facilitate professional discourse and cooperation between many scientific and academic disciplines (cf. FARKAS 2013: 445).

5. Questions regarding the terminology of onomastics in Hungarian scholarly literature. The sections below summarise onomastic articles that address the general questions of terminological issues in onomastics, and offer an overview of papers regarding the terminology of the various subfields of Hungarian onomastic studies.

5.1. Comparatively few papers have been published on the general difficulties and problems – which are thus not focused on certain subfields – faced by the Hungarian terminology of onomastics. First of all, papers calling for the systematic and comprehensive processing of terminology may be listed here (see above for more detail). Others that be should mentioned here are those that examine terminology from a theoretic point of view, concentrating on its most problematic features and listing examples from onomastic studies. Articles of the latter type have mainly been written in the recent past and direct research towards certain thematic questions: what defines a term (SLÍZ 2012); connections between theory and terminology (HOFFMANN 2012); reasons behind the formation of terms, factors influencing changes in terminology and the consequences of these changes (SLÍZ 2012); terminological deficiencies (FARKAS 2012, SLÍZ 2014); semantic questions and difficulties in general and the use of terminologies (FARKAS 2012, SLÍZ 2014); conflicts between terms of international (foreign) origin and traditional Hungarian terms (FARKAS 2012, SLÍZ 2014); questions posed by the harmonisation and standardization of terminology (BOLCSKEI 2012, 2017); comparisons of the onomastic terminology of the Hungarian and other languages (BAUKO 2012, SLÍZ 2014). These questions, and the results of research into them have also – in part – been published in foreign languages: the general state, characteristics and questions of Hungarian onomastic terminology (FARKAS 2014b); the results of the comparison of Slavic and Hungarian
onomastic terminology (BAUKO 2015c); and the difficulties faced in the translation of the UNGEGN glossary of terms (BÖLCSKEI 2013b).

The terminology of onomastics was also given some attention in a monograph on the history of Hungarian place name studies (HOFFMANN 2003: 53–55), as well as in a review of the recent past and current state of Hungarian onomastics (SLÍZ 2015: 101–103). However, terminological aspects are most common in studies that concentrate on certain thematic units, or subfields of onomastics. Comprehensive studies, monographs, and papers on various topics of onomastics are at times even forced to answer, or clear terminological difficulties.

5.2. The following points will attempt to provide a summary of the most typical subjects and terminological problems in Hungarian onomastics. As the current study does not allow for an in-depth introduction of all concerned papers, research from the recent past has been prioritised, as these also provide information on earlier research into their respective fields.

5.2.1. In the formative period (or revival) of Hungarian onomastics, indicating the separation of the field, the Hungarian term for the discipline itself was given much attention (PAPP 1955: 258, BENKŐ 1960, MIKESY 1960). It was time that eventually settled this debate as a number of terms remain in use to the present day as synonyms: névtan ‘name studies’, névkutatás ‘name research’, névtudomány ‘name science’, and onomastika ‘onomastics’; while others did not become common in academic and scientific discourse (cf. HOFFMANN 2012: 127–128).

5.2.2. One of the most common and problematic points of Hungarian onomastic terminology was the use of helynév ‘place name’ or földrajzi név ‘geographical name’. The question has been revisited multiple times with recurring arguments and criticism. Both terms are in use to the present day and choosing one over the other is a point of personal preference, or the traditions of certain scientific fields. (For more detail see HOFFMANN 2003: 53–55, 2012: 128–130.) It should be noted that the name of the disciple itself: helynévtan ‘place name studies’ or helynévkutatás ‘place name research’, and other elements of its specialised terminology – due to natural diversity and different theoretical approaches – did not draw much attention (for a detailed overview see HOFFMANN 2012: 130–132).

The creation of a new model for the analysis of place names (HOFFMANN 1993, 1999), however, brought terminological changes to light, as did later studies based on this categorization (cf. HOFFMANN 2012: 133–135). Furthermore, as the HOFFMANN place name typology model proved effective in (and adaptable to) the categorization of other types of proper names as well (cf. HOFFMANN 2007: 7–8), the terminology it introduced became known and used in other fields of Hungarian onomastics.

The terminology of the international standardization of geographical names and its translation to Hungarian (examined above) is a unique aspect of this field (for more detail on the question see BÖLCSKEI 2017, in current volume). The goals of this terminology are to harmonise the terms used in different languages, to create missing terms and to define existing terms in detail. (On the terms used to denote the standardization of geographical names see BÖLCSKEI 2012: 176.) It is well known that interpreting one
single term can lead to many theoretical and practical difficulties; an especially illustrative example of this, from the field of international geographical name standardization was the case of *exonym* (in Hungarian: *exonima*; cf. POköLY 2013, POköLY–BÖLCSKEI–MIKESY 2015). Also, the use of *standard név* ‘standard name’ or *standard névváltozat* ‘standard name form’ itself presents terminological difficulties (cf. GYÖRFFY 2012).

5.2.3. Terms denoting certain types of anthroponyms proved to be the most problematic in Hungarian onomastic terminology. This is a result of the fact that terms originating from everyday experiences and spoken Hungarian are often insufficient or problematic in professional studies of the subject. This in turn is a result of their transparent general use as common nouns, the perspective they take, and changes in the linguistic-cultural context of the community. Furthermore, the family name + given name order used in the Hungarian language itself leads to several terminological difficulties when translating between Hungarian and other languages (cf. terms like *first name, last name* etc.). This topic illustrates the difficulties and inadequacies of terms of Hungarian origin from the viewpoint of onomastic theory and historical onomastics especially well (FÄRKAS 2014b: 17–18).

Attention was mainly drawn to the difficulties of term use in works attempting to provide a comprehensive and methodological overview of the Hungarian anthroponymic system. Katalin J. Soltesz in her substantial monograph on name theory (1979) attempted – largely unsuccessfully – to bring terminological changes into use on many points (for its review see HAjdü 1981: 109–110). While MIHALY HAjdü was always open to innovation, in this case he preferred a different approach: his attempt to clarify the terminological difficulties of the field in his reference work on personal names was centred around reviewing the possibilities, and choosing one of the terms already in use (HAjdü 2003: 151–153, 347, 638, 732; cf. its review which emphasised his methodological approach to terminology: B. GérGely 2007: 253–255). It would be useful to review the terminology of the field to ease interdisciplinary work (cf. for example a contrastive study on the terminology of onomastics and name law: SLiZ, in press). Furthermore, a new typology of anthroponyms devised by ISTVÁN HOFMANN (2008, also cf. HOFMANN–TÖTH 2015) automatically lead to the formation of new terms in Hungarian anthroponomastics (even though the original goal was only to offer possible terms for certain elements, cf. HOFMANN 2008: 10, 1st footnote). Further research into the typology of anthroponyms may yet bring further changes in the terminology used in their study (cf. SZENTGYÖRGYI 2016).

Clarifying Hungarian anthroponomastic terminology is a current question for scholars of much researched historical personal name types (in detail see SLiZ 2010), and also of barely researched other, “substitute” names (*helyettesítő nevek*, to use the disputable term of J. Soltesz 1979: 59; cf. also HAjdü 2006). A newly formed name type, online nicknames also brought new terms into scholarly discourse (cf. RAÁtz 1999: 263, 2011: 184–185).

Naturally, questions regarding the terminology of anthroponomastics reach beyond simply denoting certain name types. Personal name, and especially family name changes, for example, were examined in great detail in connection with a targeted research project. A result of this was an analysis of the (surprisingly large) historical and present day terminology, the differences in the common usage and technical usage of words in the field (FÄRKAS 2008), as well as the proposal of an innovative typology for personal
name changes and the connected terminology (Hajdú 2009, Vorós 2009). However, the concrete topic, when placed into the broader framework of a general theoretical model (Farkas 2015b, cf. Farkas 2016), could only become describable through different terms known from earlier works (cf. Hoffmann 1993, 1999; also Tóth, V. 2008; N. Fodor 2010: 115–120).

5.2.4. Other name types besides toponyms and anthroponyms have cultivated much less interest in Hungarian onomastics. The lack of theoretical work on certain topics is often illustrated by terminological deficiencies, too, such as the lack of an equivalent term for the internationally accepted chrematonym. Terminological innovation in such fields depends on in-depth research into smaller aspects (e.g. on the names of human made structures, buildings, and institutions; see Hári 2010).

On the other hand, terminological detail has become more and more common in literary onomastics in past years. The ground-breaking monograph entitled Az irodalmi névdadás [Literary name giving] by Miklós Kovalovszky (1934) had a lasting effect on the terminology of the field. Thus, clarifying the differences of írói névdadás ‘authorial name giving’ and irodalmi névdadás ‘literary name giving’ was seen as a relevant task not only half a century ago, but also in the recent past (Mikey 1959; Korompay 2011; T. Somogyi 2015: 208; Tóth, L. 2015: 203–206; Vácziné Takács 2016: 9–18). The comprehensive term – introduced in part to replace the terms mentioned above – irodalmi névdadás ‘literary name studies’ is itself a rather new term in Hungarian academic writing (cf. Tóth, L. 2015: 206; Vácziné Takács 2016: 17). Recent articles have called for a review of the terms currently used – originating from Kovalovszky (1934) and earlier, classical works – to denote the different types of proper names used in literary works (cf. Tóth, L. 2015; Vácziné Takács 2016). Recently completed, and in-work doctoral dissertations have achieved, and indicate, quick progress in this regard.

5.2.5. Onomastic studies connected to other dimensions of language use (temporality, space, social and cultural aspects) represent further subfields in the discipline of onomastics. The most traditional of these is historical onomastics, the name of which has always been beyond question: történeti névtan ‘historical name studies’, or névtörténet ‘name history’. The name of the newest subfield, socioonomastics has also been widely accepted as szocioonomaszтика ‘socio-onomastics’, or névszociológia ‘name sociology’. These terms are the onomastic equivalents of the generally used Hungarian terms for the respective fields of linguistic studies, i.e. historical linguistics and sociolinguistics (cf. Farkas 2014a, with emphasis 14–17). The term to denote research into geographical distribution of onomastic phenomena, however, has been much debated in the past decades, mainly by scholars also involved in dialectological studies (e.g. Örög 1989: 29, 1991, 2010; Hajdú 2002; Juhász 2004: 166–169, 2010: 31; for a more recent summary, see Farkas 2014a: 15, and for a critical review, see N. Fodor 2014: 24–27). At the present the most common term for the discipline seems to be névföldrajz ‘name geography’, the onomastic equivalent of nyelvföldrajz ‘language geography’.

6. Native language onomastic terminology in the context of international onomastics. This final section will focus on the interrelation and connections between Hungarian and international onomastic terminology and work within the field, and how
native language work and research can be treated in an increasingly international academic and scientific field (cf. FARKAS 2015a: 33–41).

6.1. The terminology of onomastics in Hungarian is characterised by a high number of native terms, next to which terms of an international origin are less typical (FARKAS 2014b: 15–17, SLIZ 2014: 149–252). International terms are rarely borrowed directly and also rarely entice terminological innovation in Hungarian. (For the latter cf. the terms used by JÁN BAUKO, based on terms common in international onomastics, but unusual in Hungarian name studies: gasztroantroponima, orohodonima; cf. BAUKO 2015a: 76, 127). However, it should also be noted that certain traditional Hungarian terms often indicate a foreign – usually German – influence, or may have been formed through direct translation. The terms névkutatás ‘name research’ (cf. Namenforschung) and helynév ‘place name’ (cf. Ortsname) are also examples of such.

Besides the above, in some cases unique terms of Hungarian onomastics must also be translated to other languages. The terms used in foreign language articles introducing the theoretical models devised by ISTVÁN HOFFMANN are examples of these challenges (see e.g. HOFFMANN 1993: 153–162; TÓTH, V. 2005; HOFFMANN–TÓTH 2015).

6.2. Studies published on the terminologies of other languages, and activities in the standardization of international onomastic terminology may prove fruitful for Hungarian onomastics. Papers examining certain Hungarian terminological questions have at times been written with an outlook on the results and difficulties of the onomastic terminology of other languages. This has proven profitable not only in largely unresearched fields, but also regarding traditional and newer terms as well (e.g. MIKESY 1960; HAJDÚ 2003: 151–153; VINCZE 2004: 187–188; FARKAS 2008: 336; RAÁTZ 2008: 444; BÓLCSKEI 2010: 84–85; HÁR 2010: 102–103; TÓTH, L. 2015). There are also a few examples of studies comparing aspects of international and Hungarian onomastic terminology (a methodological comparison of the Hungarian and Slovakian/Slavic terminologies: BAUKO 2015c; on a narrower topic, Finnish and Hungarian: TAKÁCS, in press).

Publishing the results of Hungarian terminological research in the international scene is an important task. A number of studies written in foreign languages detailing certain questions and characteristics of Hungarian onomastic terminology – as detailed above – have been published in the recent past (BÓLCSKEI 2013b, FARKAS 2014b, BAUKO 2015c). The current volume, containing the Hungarian version of the ICOS and UNGEGN glossaries, is itself a bilingual publication in English and Hungarian.

6.3. In past years Hungarian researchers have also begun to work within the ICOS Terminology Group. While there is also a Slovakian Hungarian scholar involved in the project aimed at building a digital terminology database organised by the Slovak Onomastic Commission, in which current plans hope to include Hungarian terms as well (BAUKO 2015b: 73).

A few bilingual term lists of Hungarian onomastics have been published before the current versions of the ICOS and UNGEGN glossaries (English–Hungarian: VÁRNAY ed. n.d., Italian–Hungarian: FÁBIÁN 2001). It should also be noted that the earlier version of the UNGEGN glossary of terms also had a Hungarian translation (FÖLDI 1992), as did glossaries on the terminology of underwater feature names (FÖLDI 1979, MÁRTON–DUTKÓ
6.4. Published works such as those enumerated above facilitate cooperation between Hungarian, and international onomastics (and other concerned disciplines), which would be impossible without clear-cut terminological connections. Common interest in international onomastics and its terminology is not only important, due to the theoretical advances made within it. It is the basic connection of a primarily native language – albeit one with an international scope and many international connections – onomast community with its international counterpart.

Internet Resources

ICOS website = https://www.icosweb.net/drupal/
ICOS terminology = https://icosweb.net/drupal/terminology
UNGEGN website = https://unstats.un.org/unsd/geoinfo/UNGEGN/
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